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■me BG news

Bowling Green. Ohio
Wednesday. January 16. 1972
Velum* 56, Numb.- 60

Nixon discloses Indochina peace plan
WASHINGTON (AP) • President
Nixon disclosed a plan last night that he
said can bring peace to Indochina
within six months if the North
Vietnamese agree to certain
conditions
The plan, which Nixon said he had
secretly presented to the North
Vietnamese, calls for the withdrawal of
all U.S. troops in six months and newelections in South Vietnam if all POW s
are released and a cease-fire is agreed
to.
In a national radio and television
address from his oval office. Nixon said
hit top foreign-affairs advisor Henry

Kissinger, had made a dozen secret
trips to Paris in the past 30 months to
pursue the private negotiations with
North Vietnamese leaders.
Nixon's speech was timed to coincide
with a broadcast by South Vietnamese
President Nguyen Van Thieu from
Saigon
Until recently, the secret
negotiations "showed signs of yielding
some progress." Nixon said but now. he
added, "it is my judgment that the
purposes of peace will best be served
by bringing out publicly the proposals
we have been making in private.''
KISSINGER. WHO made a secret

trip to Peking last summer to arrange
Nixon's February journey to China,
began the secret peace negotiations in
Paris on Aug 4.1969. Nixon said.

present publicly in Paris tomorrow
are:
-Total withdrawal from South
Vietnam of all U.S. forces within six
months of an agreement.

During the ensuing months, he said,
the United States offered a variety of
proposals - always in private.
Nixon said the "most comprehensive
peace plan of this conflict" was offered
on Oct 11 but "lies ignored in a secret
channel while the enemy tries again for
military victory."
The main elements of that eight-point
plan, which he said he has instructed
Ambassador William J Porter to

-AN EXCHANGE of prisoners which
will begin the same day as the troop
withdrawals
-A general cease-fire throughout
Indochina beginning when an
agreement is signed and barring any
infiltration of outside forces into any of
the countries of Indochina.
New presidential elections in South
Vietnam within six months of an

agreement, supervised by an
independent body, with incumbent
President Van Thieu resigning one
month prior to the election
-The other four points in the Nixon
plan include an agreement that there
will be no foreign intervention in
Indochinese countries as set forth in
the 1954 Geneva Agreement and the 1962
Laos pact.
That there will be international
supervision of military aspects of the
agreement
That all armed forces must remain
within their national frontiers and that
there will be an international guarantee

for the fundamental rights of the
Indochinese and the status of all
countries in Indochina
"It is a plan to end the war now."
Nixon said of the offer he outlined.
"...Its acceptance would mean the
speedy return of all the prisoners of
war to their homes.''
Pe said progress in the public
negotiations had been disappointing
"The American people deserve an
accounting of why it has been
disappointing." he added. "Tonight I
intend to give you that accounting, and
in so doing, to try and break the
deadlock in the negotiations "

McCarthy slams proposal

l

Viet plan not negotiable'
By Ann Hofbauer
Staff Reporter
Former Senator F.ugene McCarthy
said last night he doesn't think what
President Nixon is offering in his newly
disclosed peace proposal is negotiable
with the North Vietnamese
"There is no reason for them to trust
UV (proposed South Vietnamese!
election unless Nixon is committed to
support the regime that might be
elected and committed to not resume
bombing." he said

McCarthy

Farmer Senator Eugene McCarthy ihakei hands with audianca mambart after his
spaach last night in Anderson Arena.

EARLIER in the evening. McCarthy
told an audience of about 1.500 persons
in Anderson Arena that there would be
I double commitment for the political
parties in the 1972 campaign

1'e said the first commitment would
be clarification of the issues before the
nation and the second, perfecting and
opening the political process so
intelligent, worthwhile judgments can
be made, moving the nation closer to
the goals for which it was founded in
1776.
According to McCarthy, the founding
fathers were attempting to form a
government through which the ideals of
the nation could be realized.
1'owever. he contended that the
present system of government does not
appear to be working so well
I'e pointed out that the office of the
executive branch of government, the
court systems and Congress are being
questioned
I'e said the integrity of the

Toalston calls use of evaluations 'lax'
By Terry Cochran
Staff Reporter
Despite reaffirmation by Academic
Council in December that student
evaluations "must" accompany faculty
promotions and merit increases, there
is still no regulation stipulating the
weight the evaluations carry, and still
no uniformly accepted evaluation form
According to Art Toalston. Student
Body president and Academic Council
member, some academic areas within
the University are iax in following any
of the Council's policy on the evaluation
forms
Toalston proposed a four point plan to
Academic Council 1st quarter
concerning evaluation form policies,
but the plan was voted down.

Drugs:

Toalston s proposal asked thai a
committee be formed to examine
-the degree to which teaching
effectiveness is to be considered in
promotions and pay increases.
-the degree to which student
evaluations should help determine
teaching effectiveness;
-whether the results of the
evaluations should be open to the public
or to student access;
-whether the Illinois lorm of
evaluation is valid or whether a
uniform form is needed
ACADEMIC COUNCIL voted down
the proposal, according to Toalston.
claiming that all four points
undermine the autonomy and freedom
of the individual departments
i feel there is some risk in the

inconsistent policies which could arise
from department to department."
Toalston commented.
"Even though the evaluations are
required, they could turn out to be the
smallest part of the criteria for pay
raises and could, in essence, amount to
very little "
"NOWHERE ON this campus do we
have a statement in any minutes of any
meetings, nor in any charters, as to
what we consider effective teaching,"
Toalston said.
As a result he will be catling for a
motion in the forthcoming Academic
Council meeting asking that a task
force be set up to draft a statement on
teaching effectiveness.
Pe said he will further suggest the

statement be considered by AcademicCouncil as a general University
statement
Dr. Stanley Coffman, provost,
emphasized last week that Academic
Council is the major decision-making
body in all areas of academic policies
aqd regulations, except those few
powers delegated to Faculty Senate
Pe said therefore, that the use of
student evaluations in faculty
promotions and merit increases is now
actual University policy.
DR. COFFMAN explained further.
-'Original recommendations
concerning promotions and pay raises
are made at the departmental level.
a.id this is where student input is
plugged in."
"From the departments, the results

come to my office, and are ultimately
sent to President Moore and then the
Board of Trustees for final approval.''
Dr. Coffman said the Illinois form of
student professor-course evaluation,
which was brought to campus by the
Student Body Organization, is being
financed now for departments who care
to use it by the Provost's office.
Ke added that the shorter version of
the form will be used rather than the
longer original version.
Statistics from the office of Dr.
George Herman, vice-provost for
instruction and instructional services,
show that 250 course sections have
employed the Illinois form since its
origin.
The form has been used in some way
by 15 of the 36 departments on campus

democratic process is not very stronglysustained by what has been found in the
Pentagon and Anderson papers
MCCARTHY said it is time for a reexamination of military power, since
he claimed military objectives are
determined first, and then policy
statements are issued to justify the
objectives.
Pe also called for a re-examination ol
civil rights, saying "Programs are
necessary to eliminate inequalities, to
eliminate discrimination. We need to
have a whole new set of civil rights that
relate to American society."
McCarthy said all Americans have a
right to a decent wage, a decent job,
proper education, decent housing and
decent medical care.
"We have to commit ourselves also
to one system of justice for all
Americans." he said
Three systems of justice presently
exist-the ideal system defended in all
parts of the world; the system for the
poor, for youth, for dissenters and for
minorities; and the system for people
who operate in the second category
"We must move quickly to establish
and insure that every American exists
under the same, system of justice and
the same set of laws." McCarthy said.
HE SAID we must be prepared to
challenge every institution of this
country that bears down on the
American people. "We must call
corporations to account for their
economic
operations
and
responsibilities. . and the labor
movement must be made to understand
its social responsibility." he said.
At a press conference prior to his
speech. McCarthy said in 1968 he
advocated amnesty for draft dissenters
with service comparable to that
performed by conscientious objectors.

problem in profiteering;
problem in prevention

Editor's Note: The following Is the
tecoad article In a three-part series oa
drags and the Bowling Green
continuity.
Names of all dealer*
quoted In this article have been
changed The final story In the series
will appear in tomorrow'! News.
By Peggy Schmidt
Staff Reporter
"That Assassin of Youth", the
devil.
heathen weed,
marijuana
promises Wild. Mad Thrills' - A
Puff-A Party-A Tragedy -proclaim
posters that jest at the misconceptions
about the soft drugs.
But there are posters of a more
serious nature; a cartoon character
shooting up with a hypodermic needle
that's larger than he is. with the
caption, "Smak Kills."
OPINIONS on whether or not all
drugs and the people who deal them are
a problem in Bowling Green do not
depend so much on who the person is.
Police often disagree with their fellow
officers on how to handle drug
situations, and dealers have their own
ethical standards on what they will or
won't sell.
Individuals' attitudes are formed
more from their personal experience
with drugs, which, in the case of people
in authority, usually seem to be the
determining factors as to how they
choose to enforce the law.
"Drugs are not a problem for

everyone who uses them I've seen
people who can handle psychedelic
drugs, but there are also those who
can't, and they're the ones I've spent
time with at the hospital." said Lt.
Matt Brichta of the city police
department
Although many drug users and
dealers are paranoid to the extent of
fearing that their telephones are
tapped. Lt. Brichta said the city police
don't own any wiretapping devices, nor
do they know how to use them
In order to search or arrest a
suspected drug user, a warrant must be
obtained through the courts, which
means there must be "probable
cause." According to Lt. Brichta. this
involves specific information about the
individual, including location and
quantities of the drugs being sold or
used.
"THE PEOPLE we ve arrested on
drug charges in the past seem either to
go back to drugs or become
withdrawn." remarked Lt Brichta
"But we have to work with what's in
the book."
Although the Ohio Bureau of Drug
Abuse reported in 1971 that the highest
drug usage was among tenth graders.
John C. Reed, principal of Bowling
Green High School, said alcohol was a
more serious problem among high
school students. However, he prefaced
that statement by saying he considered
all illegal drugs a problem.
"We have more of a problem with

students taking pills from the medicine
chest at home than we do with illegal
drugs." Reed said.
The faculty at the high school has had
some training as far as recognizing
symptoms of drug users, according to
the principal. If a student is seen
consuming drugs or is under the effects
of drugs during school hours,
disciplinary action is taken and the
parents are usually notified, Reed
explained.
However, in the case of a dealer
being discovered. Reed indicated he
would probably notify the police,
although he said this situation has not
yet arisen.
"HAVING rap sessions every two
weeks, during which time students can
express their grievances, has probably
helped the drug situation," Reed said.
There are apparently a lot of students
at the high school who wouldn't
consider going to anyone in the
administration for help about drugs,
according to Alex, a student and a
dealer at the high school.
"As far as alcohol goes, it seems that
the heavy drinkers are also heavy
smokers," a friend of Alex's
commented. They both agreed that
smoking was fast replacing drinking as
a way of getting "kicks."
The reason why the drunks are more
noticeable is because they're loud,"
Alex said. "The heads are just more
quiet when they get high."
,
• »•■•»*"

'Heathen
weed'

Poning a joint to your friends, getting high...and always in the background the
threat that this time the search warrant will be for you.

fee. 2/Tfce M N.W., WM<n«doy, January 26, 1972

news Lerrers

wspd editorial
Monday night, on WSPD-TV Channel 13. an editorial was
broadcast on the 6 p.m and 11 p.m. newscasts.
The editorial referred to political speakers on campus and the
publicity and endorsements given them by campus newspapers.
The Station cautioned college administrators on the danger of
exposing the new voters to one side of the political spectrum.
If the WSPD editorial board is suggesting the new voter can be
easily swayed and impressed by visiting political speakers,
perhaps they should consider the voting behavior of President
Nixon's Silent Majority.
The college campus is more conducive to producing a wellbalanced political horizon than the living room of the average
American Students have the opportunity to see and hear an
entire political speech. Mr Middle America receives only
newspaper and televison exerpts lhat can be easily taken out of
context.
College students have the advantage of having a diverse
selection of newspapers, books and organizations to increase
their political intelligence.
Granted, not all students use these political resources, but
these materials can aid in the battle of eliminating the juvenile
voting pattern of the uninformed average American.
And what does WSPD-TV have against campus newspapers who
endorse presidential candidates'' Do they actually believe the
student voter is so naive and unintelligent that he will base his
entire vote on the endorsement in his respective college
newspaper'.' If the station is against college newspaper
endorsement of candidates, are they also opposed to city
newspaper and television station endorsements'.'
On a local level, a spokesman for Cultural Boost, the Student
Body Organization that usually sponsors speakers on this campus,
assured The News that such politicians from the Republican
Party have been contacted to appear l'owever. many have
declined and two have not responded to the invitation.
There is an effort being made to have a balance in the realm of
political speakers brought to this University There is no hidden
political faction that is trying to sway the entire University
community to vote one way If there were, it is highly improbable
the students would allow such a group to influence their voting
decisions.
The1 News would like to thank the editorial board ol Channel 13
for acting as a big brother to the college student After all, who
would know more about the dangers ol being politically swayed
than a powerful television station known to endorse a few
politicians in their time'.' We apologize for our childish
intelligence that can be so easily impressed due to our limited
knowledge of politics that WSPD seems to possess so
professionally.
The Toledo television station's attempt to hold the new voter's
hand down the political path of honesty and fair voting is only an
indication that even though we have finally won our right to vote,
there are a few adults who think we 'kids'' just can't handle the
responsibility.

alcohol policy
Student Affairs Council is scheduled to vole at its next meeting
on a proposal to give the council and individual residence halls the
right to determine the alcoholic beverage policy for each unit.
Although the alcohol policy established last year was a big
improvement over former restrictions governing use of alcoholic
beverages in dormitories, it still included some basic inequities
Under the present policy, special parlies'' at which 3.2 beer
may be served can be held in dormitory recreation areas, usually
cafeterias.
However, what do the residents of dormitories such as Conklin
Pall, which does hot have a designated recreation area.'' do if
they want a party and don't want to hold it in another residence

now it's a 'suds 'n studs' ad
I'd like to thank the person who wrote
the letter telling how an intelligent
person should react to certain fraternity
ads. l-'ioiii now on I'll be sure to use my
intelligence when I see "beer and
broads" advertised by the fraternities.

hitchhiker
hints

himself.
"Well now, there's a
worthwhile, civic minded, moral
institution. I bet it's got a hell of a lot
more to offer than beer and broads ''
I'LL LOOK UPON these sexist slogans
benevolently After all. the fraternities
are as desperate as the Cleveland
Indians, using hot pants lo draw a crowd
Poor fellows, they're a losing team and
need something lo draw attention to
themselves
So, come on fans Lei's truck on down

to the house and give these boys our
support We can overlook the sexist
advertisements--surely
the
advertisements are no indication of the
actual organization The club is dying
out. and our support is needed It's all for
a good cause-it has little to do with
broads and beer
Maybe sororities will follow Iheir
counterparts' example and advertise
"Suds n Studs "
Marianne Mazur
1016 Of fenhauerB

THe BG news

by Rick Mitz

An Independent Student Voice

In a book entitled "I'ilchhiker's
Handbook." author Tom Grimm gives
hints on how to hitch your way crosscountry, cross-lown or just cross-streel.
With his suggestions. Grimm has
changed hitchhiking from jusl another
all-thumbs mode of gelling a lift into an
art form.
I'ereare some of his suggestions:
Always smile and look pleasant
Work on a driver's guilt feelings "If a
hitchhiker looks unclean and dangerous,
the driver's conscience doesn't bother
him much."
LOOK THE DRIVER in the eye "Eyeto eve contact makes him leel uneasy
about driving past you."
Use a designation sign instead of your
thumb Grimm says this attract!
attention and gives the driver some
information IV also suggests writing
"Help" or "1 (iive Green Stamps" on

free speech
it is unfortunate that people such as *
Raymond Russell Veh exist However, it
is equally unfortunate that some people
on this campus do nol recognize the right
ol free speech Obviously. Mr Veh is
closed-minded and ignorant of the facts
Hut why not let him prove i( on his own''
Constant interruptions and jeers
prevented Mr Veh from fully expressing
his opinions The fact the his ideas seem
absurd and many of us disagree with
them is nol reason enough lo lake away
his freedom by preventing him from
being heard I'ow can we expect people
to listen lo us if we refuse lo listen lo
others?
We did not agree with anything lhal
Mr Veh stands for. but we were
interested in hearing what he had lo say
By refusing lo al least consider all
opinions, one merely lowers himself lo
the type of dogmatism lhal Raymond
Russell Veh represents
Kathy Winding
346 McDonald East

ball?
If they want to remain within limitations established by the
University, they don't have a parly Or they choose to disregard
regulations
Neither alternative should sit well with the Administration.
If all affected residents agree to it. a specific dormitory should
be given the opportunity to declare any section of the hall-be it an
entire floor or jusl a group of rooms at the end of the hall-a
"private area" where alcoholic beverages may be legally
consumed
Residence halls should offer an excellent opportunity for
experience in local government. Individually established policies
in accordance with state law would be a step in the right
direction.

I'll keep in mind that these
advertisements "and the actual events"
are jusl gimmicks "necessary to have
people look at fraternitites."
When an "intelligent" person reads
these advertisements, he should think to

your sign or just holding it upside down.
Other Grimm hints include using a
huge, fake rubber thumb to attract
attention, traveling with a guy for
protection if you're a girl, and having
Thank You cards printed wilh your name
and address engraved on them
Shades of Dale Carnegie. Freud and
Eniilv Post

Editorial Staff
editor
kothle.n m. fraie
managing editor
damon v. beck
assistant managing editor hareld a. brown
editorial editor
cynthia a. suopis
makeup editor
katherinel. hatton
sports editor
jack n. cade
chief photographer
keith h. meiser
copy editor
Ifsa m. boulanger
entertainment editor
gale e. bogle

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten. We ask thai
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, wilh respect lo the laws of libel
and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include Ihe
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News, 106
University fall
-

Business Staff
business manager
advertising manager

phMipa. stkkn.y
vaughn e. rockhold

Editorial and Business Offices 106 University Hall
Phone 372-2710 or 372-2819
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Ecology is not
a Dead issue..
It's still a very real issue and a very real problem on this campus,
in this community. Everyone-every student on this campus and

Ray Zenkerl
UBRodfera

every resident of this town-has the responsibility to do something

so they say

to save the air from being totally polluted. You can do something

Mike Candaler, a senior al the U.I
Naval Academy on allowing »
enter the school.

and become actively involved with the fight against pollution. You

' 'WuM (iris box like we have to? 1 j
my BM« bloodied deiag It, bet would i

can save newspapers throughout the quarter and we'll recycle them

^r'9ssHsssBsssflsssflsBas!

for you. It's simple and relatively painless.
Please help us.

Make clean air a reality...
•* *♦,

not a memory

SAVE THE NEWS
REJECT POLITICAL PRESSURES, AS I HAVI . .
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Labels community 'ultra-conservative'

Skibbie discusses town-gown friction
concerned student "who
wants to know why-why we
are in Vietnam, or why do
we not give the Negro the
same respect and treatment
as we do the white."
■ "The
background,
knowledge, capability and
intelligence of the student
has increased," Skibbie said.
"I have come in contact

By Demiy Flely

F. Gus Skibbie. former
mayor of Bowling Green,
has labeled the city as "an
ultra-conservative community that has to be sold on
the fact that there are
change* in the lives of many
people in many ways."
Skibbie. a BGSU graduate,
served as mayor for 12 years
before retiring from the post
Jan 1.
The former mayor blamed
"the unwillingness of many
adults to change their way
of thinking and make
themselves adaptable to new
values" for the existing
friction between students
and townspeople.

Indian Head, a hwese, natural rack formation
near Wellsville, Ohio, will (eon be Uvalad to

Hour'
The "Hour of
Understanding," sponsored
by
the
International
Center.
wUI be held in the
Carnation Room. Union,
tomorrow from 3-5 p.m.
All students are
Invited.

moli* way far data highway improvements
in

CeJumbiana

HE APPROVED the
emergence of Jie thoughtful.

County.

with people officially that
are frightened to death that
the University is taking over
the town." he
said.
"They're frightened to death
on this student voting deal,
but I have no fear of students
being given the right to vote
in local matters and on local
issues."
In regard to campus
unrest. Skibbie said after
reading part of James A
Michener's Kent State story,
he's "inclined to feel it was
adult mistakes, adult errors
that contributed to that
tragic situation "
"WE DIDN'T have thai
situation here because of a
different
attitude,
administratively speaking."
he said
"There were outside

police here during the sitdown in May (1971) who
wanted to fire tear gas and
use direct methods." he'
said "I know I gained some
of their animosity and
emnity because I was not in
favor of direct action "
Skibbie also acknowledged
that
many
of
his
subordinates were in favor
of more forceful action in
dealing with last spring's
demonstrators, but he said
he overruled them due to the
"spirit of my convictions."
However. Skibbie said he
could not condone the sit-in.
i feel very definitely the
demonstrators were in the
wrong because they were
interfering
with
transportation on one of the
highways of the state of
Ohio.' he said
"I still

Vser's weakness, sellers greed'
• tram page 1
"Drugs, period, are a
problem.'' said Dale
Shaffer. Chief of Campus
Safety I'e said he thought
drugs were a weakness on
the part of the user and
greed on the part ol the
seller
Shaffer admitted that
staging raids to get the user
was not the answer to the
problem
"But being a law
enforcement agent it an
officer from Campus Safety
runs into a user, he would
arrest hirn
It's just like
catching a driver without a
license." Shatter said
The chief noted that ;is far
as dormitories were
concerned, the privacy of
the student's room was
generally honored
In order for a room on
campus to be searched, the
acting officer must have
either a search warrant,
which has established
probable cause, or have
reason to believe that a
crime is being committed
WINTROP TERRACE

North & South
Furnished &
Unfurn Apts
1 or 2 full baths
Air Conditioned
2 Pools

Large Laundromat and
Rec Room

through one of his five
senses
Noting that only a few
drug tips have come in.
Shaffer said that an
investigation usually
follows, but that in most
cases it is difficult to
establish probable cause.
ASSISTANT DEAN of
Students Derek Dickinson
said he thinks jail is worse
than drugs
"When we hear a report
from a resident advisor, hall
director, or another student
that a certain person is using
drugs, we will call the
student in for counseling
along with his parents,"
Dickinson explained
However, in the case of a
dealer being discovered on
campus. Dickinson said the

money, cutting the drug with
harmful substances, or
dealing certain drugs-is a
menace to the community.

police would probably be
called in.
Bob Pom. assistant to the
Dean of Students, said if a
hall director chooses to go to
the police before coming to
the Dean of Students office,
there is nothing his office
could do about it.
"If a bust is going to take
place on campus, usually
someone from our office will
be called in just prior to
when it happens, to go along
with the police in order to
advise the student of his
rights," Horn said

THESE SAME people
disagree as to how the bad
dealer should be handled.
Mick, who has been
dealing for about four years,
claimed he would have no
reservations about turning
someone in who had
misrepresented what he
actually sold.
However. Mick said he
doesn't mind selling cocaine
or crystal methylene. one of
the purest forms of speed,
when they're available
Another dealer at the
University. Jason, said he
agreed with the philosophy
of the Rainbow People's
Party-that weed, hash, and

Those who deal dope are
generally in agreement on
one thing: the dealer who
sells bad stuff-by passing
off something that isn't what
he says it is. cutting the
drugs in order to make more

Beginners Course Off-Loom Weaving
Ten Week Evening Course

pure acid are fine, but other
drugs are bad if they are
used regularly.
"1 prefer to give acid anil
mescaline only to my
friends, but even then I have
reservations because you
feel responsible for
bummers, even if you
thought it was good stuff."
he said.
ALTHOUGH he has been
dealing for about two years.
Ulysses said that dealing
was more of a hassle than it
was fun, since it was
necessary for htm to sell
drugs in order to May in
school.

As far as I know, the
drugs around here usually
aren't cut with bad stuff." he
said Ulysses said he did sell
a lot of speed to aid in
studying, but (hat he did not
approve of dealers who sold
crystal meth or heroin
Craig
Taliaferro.
freshman tAtiSi. who has
been involved in drug
programs for several years,
maintains that anyone
dealing bad drugs that are
cut with harmful substances
01 selling crystal meth or
heroin should be dealt with
as an enemy of the
communttv.

believe in law and order.'1

The former mayor
attributed high rental rates
to "housing not properly
handled" and the "basic,
simple, economic law of
supply and demand "
"THE UNIVERSITY
could handle the housing
problem," he said "But I
believe it would be safe to
say that a majority of the
University students would
prefer to live off campus so
they can enjoy greater
freedom "
He said high rental rates
in the city are not restricted
to University students alone,
but are applied to anyone
wishing to rent a dwelling in
the city.
Skibbie refused to blame
University students for the
introduction of drugs in the
city school system
"There are drugs in a lot
of high schools-not only
those located in a University
community
BGSU is not
responsible for the drug
problem in our schools." he
said
SKIBBIE expressed
distress
over
the
government's "poor job in

F.fblSIrM*)

handling the drug problem."
Ke said legalization of
marijuana "on a trial basis"
might serve as a possible
answer to the drug problem,
since it would remove the
need for prospective
marijuana smokers to seek
out a "dealer" who usually
possesses more severe
drugs
Skibbie said his future
plans
are
as
yet
undetermined, although he
expressed a desire "to share
my experience in local
government by teaching a
course in municipal
government on a university
level for one quarter a
year "

DOMINOS
352-5221

STORE - WIDE

February 7th to April 10th

7:30-9:30 P.M. Monday evenings
Instructor: Pat Williams

First com* fi.it served

Clan limil.d to tw.lv*

Tho clan will explore several technique* of primitive weaving-including twining, cardweaving finger weaving, back-strap loom. There will b« emphasis on tho contemporary creative use of these ancient methods
Tho course will bo lollowed by an Advancod Course for those who wish to pursue advanced work.
Course Fee: $40.00 payable in advance.
Materials Foe: $6 00
Equipment fee: About $6.00
Those interested in taking this court* should stop now and register at

THE WORKING HAND CRAFT CENTER
Bowling Green

515 Conneaut

353-9932

Office at
Winthrop South
ta> v.i|"ii.-,.ii ltd

Ph. 352-9135

STADIUM VIEW

SUNOCO
SNAP ON
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
ROAD SERVICE
ALL TYPES OF
REPAIR WORK
24 HRSERVICE

352-9014

FREE OFFER
January 22 thru February 14, Valentine's Day

ANY RED GARMENT
DRY CLEANED
FREE!
When Accompanied By A Like
Garment At Regular
Price

1530E. WOOSTER

U.A.O
Campus
Billiard
Tournament
WOMEN
2-1-72
MEN
1-31-72

7:00 P.M.

Example: Red dress cleaned free with a dress
of any color; red coat cleaned free
with a coat of any color.
(Sorry, no pinks or plaids, just red)
EACH GARMENT RECEIVES TENDER, LOVING CARE

STARTS TODAY
LASTS UNTIL SAT. EVENING

EVERYTHING PRICED TO GO!!!
Dante Vegas Dice Board, reg. $25
Jewelry Boxes, reg. $5 to $20
Hot brushes, reg. $15
Flasks, reg. $4 and $5
Pipe rack, reg. $8
Chair Valet, reg. $25
Canvas tote bags, reg. $19.50
Shoe shine kits, reg. $4
Most casual slacks, reg. $8 to $14
Double knits casual slacks
All sweaters
Large group of fashion neckties
Vest suits
Light weight jackets
Select group of men suits
Mens dress and sport shirts

$12.50
Vz off
$9.95
$2.99
$5.99
$12.95
$14.95
$2.49
$5.99
25% off
half price
half price
as low as $4.99
half price
half price
$1.99

So****
AND LAUNDRY
Use Our Convenient Drive-in
ACROSS FROM HAKSMMAN HAU

Register in
U.A.O. Office
$1.00
Registration Fee

OPEN UNTIL 9:00 P.M. MONDAY. THURSDAY & FRIDAY

„

/
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II lu if I InHi\ sin,/,pin-: is .1 Mvasuro"

Great Scot
FRItNDLY FOOD STORES

Check This

/

NO STAMPS NO GAMES
Just Guaranteed Loivest Total Food Cost—Not Half Bad!
DINNER BELLSLICED

HILBERG 9 PORTION

LUNCH
MEAT

LB

4 VARIETIES

LEAN

GROUND CHUCK

89'

SOFTSPREAD

CHERRY ROYAL

c

IMPERIAL MARGARINE LB45
RICH'S

WISHBONE DELUXE

c

HAWAIIAN PUNCH

29

LIBBY

c

COFFEE RICH

49

FIRSTPRIZE

TOMATO JUICE

68c

,oz 3/ 1

TOMATO PASTE

PENNINGTON

PENNINGTON

OLD FASHIONED

GLAZED
DONUTSDOZ

... 160Z

PORK ft BEANS.

,6/ 1

APPLESAUCE

,JM. 29°

SAUERKRAUT.

»ot 33

CARNATION

SPREADABLES.

2

,<». 59

„<„. 19

WITH SKEWERS

POnED MEAT.

25e

I0Z.

C

CITY CHICKEN
FLECHTNER

SNACK PACK

LB 89

WHOLE OR HALF

BONELESS HAM.

ROASTING
CHICKENS

4 PACK
FACIALTISSUES

e

Sooz79

CHERRY PIE FILLING M,
ELBOW MACARONI..... LB

PUFFS

M.CT.28

JONATHAN
RED ROME
RED DELICIOUS
GOLDEN DELICIOUS

39

BREEZE

K,NG

1"

DEALPAK

25

C

OXYDOL

LB

YOUR

PATIO STEAK

L..W°

DINNER BELLCHUNK

$

69c

BRAUNSCHWEIGER
COUNTRY STYLE

GIANT

79°

TURKEY QUARTERS

THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT!

APPLE
SALE

LB

BONELESS

1

DEALPAK

C

GERMAN VILLAGE

c

DOG FOOD.

79c

SLICED BOLOGNA
PORK

e

I20Z. PKG.

FRESH

tHANK YOU

e

49

ARMOUR

MUSSELMAN S

$

FRENCH DRESSING
RIVALBURGERS'NGRAVY

$

HUNTS

SHORTEHING

OSCAR MAYER

e

LB

49°

CHOicei

48

a LB.
BAG

*

TIM

BO Nm, Wtdn—day, Jono«ry 24, l*7I/Paf*»

'Scrawcfyke'-o reflection of the times
By Gale Bogle
Entertainment Editor
A director's job takes in
all the details of a play's
production
Dr Norman
Myers, assistant professor
of speech, has the director's
job for the University
Theater production of "Hail
Scrawdyke'.' which opens
tonight at 8pm in Joe E
Brown Theatre
"I've been wanting to do
this play for a couple of
years, ever since I first read
it One of the things that
struck me about it was the
very groovy writing.'' Dr
Mvers said
"IT'S A PLAY about
young people I think that
what the audience is going to
see is people they know, see
people they see and ideas
they recognize."

During rehearsals. Dr.
Myers said he tried to create
an atmosphere where ideas
could be put forth and tried
out by the cast
He said, as the director, he
knew what he wanted to do
with the play, but allowed
the actors to exercise their
creativity by making
suggestions
According to Dr Myers,
the director has to introduce
the basic understanding and
spirit and a feeling for the
play, but once this has
happened, the most exciting
thing that can happen in
rehearsal is new ideas
Another play might be
directed another, more
structured way. but "this
production needs people
who can almost breathe
together and play off one
another." he said.

THE DIRECTOR has to
get everything firmly in
hand and basically laid out
so he can get a clear
understanding of what
should be done and then
work to discover the best
way to accomplish it.
according to Dr. Myers.
The cast is working for a
total ensemble and when the
director and actors build the
play together, they also try
to build perfection together,
he said
The five-member cast
seems to be enjoying the
experience of working with
Dr Myers
Brian Kiser. junior (AW),
said he had Dr Myers for
two classes and heard he
was a good director, so he
tried out for the play. "I
thought it would be an
excellent experience, and I
was right about it." he said

Dr. Myers' technique in
teaching educational
theater. At one rehearsal
Dr. Myers discussed cutting
the play, which will run
about three hours, but finally
said he would not do it
because it would reduce the
students' chance to perform
and learn, according to
Norris.
Jim Burton, who has the
role of Scrawdyke. said this
show appealed to him
because "it's one hell of a
challenge."
He said his
character is many different
people and frequently
borders on being paranoic.
According to Burton, he
finds the challenge in trying
to bring the character off
without making him a
screaming manaic.
THE SHOW IS a character

show and the real
relationships between
characters reveal what
happens when fantasy takes
over. Burton said
David Sarama. freshman
(Ed), is working in his first
University production He
said at times, like after a
long rehearsal, he wonders
why he is in theater But he
said he gets an "extra
feeling" from performing
which makes it worthwhile.
Sandra Singer, sophomore
lA&Si. has the only female
part in the show and she does
not come on until the third
act
She said the part is small,
but she has found so many
things to do with the part and
so many ways to go with it
that she does not consider it
insignificant in any way.

About X-roted movies

Kiser said he was in
theater because it was a way
of creating a type of art
form, but the creation was
not worth anything unless it
could be shared. He also
said he got great personal
satisfaction out of doing
something and doing it well.

By Gale Bogle
Entertainment Editor
Having never been to an Xrated movie before and
believing that after 21 years
I was ready for such an
experience, my roommate
and I decided to go sec the
flick ""Together" last
Thursday night at Cinema II

"I GUESS people in
theater are a little selfcentered They want to put
on a good show and if they
really want to do it. they
have to put in the work,"
said Scott Norris. junior
(Ed )
iBnoco sm^it

David Sarama

MS. SINGER who has
worked as general manager
for a professional company,
said she thought many
people who are in
educational theater at the
University were still only
"fooling around with it."
She said that a lot of
people complain about it. but
she takes what she needs
from the theater here and
does other things on the side,
so she doesn't mind it
According to Dr Myers,
there is really no lead in this
play, because all the parts
are so important
"It's an important play
with something important to
say
It's an interesting
comment on the way their
i the characters' i world goes
on and if we're not careful,
the way it might go for us."
he said

Norris said he wants to go
into teaching and admires

Jim Burton

Stott Norm

Apparently on a campus
where many entertainment
events fail to produce
enough of a crowd to break
even, for whatever reason. I
was certainly not alone at
this movie.
The line for the 9:30 p.m.

show stretched from the
doors of the theater to the
grocery store pick-up area,
half a block away and the
people were two and three
thick
However. Fred Lentz,
general manager for
Armstrong Theaters, said
while business was
definitely good for this
movie, the X rating did not
necessarily mean a good
audience every lime.
"We've had other movies
that haven't had an X rating
and they have done just as
well." he said. He pointed
out films like "Billy Jack"

and "Summer of " 42" as
examples of movies with Gp
and l< ratings which havfc
done very well in Howling
Green
Lentz said it was reallV
much more important to
have a picture peopfe
wanted to see. than to try to
draw people into the theatej
with an X rating
"But if you've got what
they want to see. the price is
immaterial." he said.
"If students want to see
this type of movie why
shouldn't we show thent
Who am I to say wnat 'yoil
can see or read or what yob
can do?"

:

Review

Music, dancers open art exhibition
The New Music Ensemble
and The University
Performing Dancers
presented a program
entitled "Form and Motion"
for the opening of an
exhibition of paintings at the
United Christian Fellowship
center Sunday night.
Compared to previous
performances it seems that
the two groups are gradually
merging into a very well
synchronized ensemble.

IT WAS MADE visual a
little too naively by Jane
Uhlmann, senior tA&Si and
Mark Dull, sophomore (Ed.).
They seemed to be too
wrapped
up in their
graphic scheme to give the
theme its proper emotional
undertone.
The breakthrough came
with Margit Heskett.
assistant professor of HPE's
interpretation of three e e.
cummings war poems read
in a cool, detached tone by
Richard Hebein

The first work, "Wedding
March for Magnetic Tape
and Two Dancers."
however, by Dr. Donald M
Wilson, assistant professor
of music, is an electronically
distorted theme on wedding
bells that demonstrates the
ironic discrepancy between
rituals burdened by tradition
and changing society.

The insanity and absurdity
of war which language
almost fails to express,
crept and tumbled about
visibly in abrupt motions of
a body mutilated by pain and
agony.
"Alpha for Magnetic
Tape." sound track by April
Graham, senior (Mus. Ed.),
and Norman Brown, senior

By tap-MS. Schmidt

Niw^h.i. by o—« J. M»
Form and Motion, Iha thorn* of the UCF
presentation it reflected in the pot* of this member
of tho University Performing Dancers

1. KDR said The onlything we have to fear is fear
itself" in .i first inaugural
ib> rendezvous with destiny
speech i c > Pearl Harbor
speech
2. On radio. "Coming
mother'"' meant another
episode with ia i Andy Hardy
<b> Henry Aldrich ICI Baby
Snooks
3 Spencer Tracy played a
mayor in ia> The Last
Hurrah
lb)
The Best
Man
id "State of the
Union''
4 "When My Baby Smiles
at Me" was the song most
identified with * a > Rudy
Vallee ib> Ted Lewis (Cl
Glenn Miller.
5. Aquacade was a feature
of ia) Esther Williams
movies i b I Florida
advertising (cl '39 World's
Fair
6. As Broadway's Lorelei
Lee in "Gentlemen Prefer
Blonds." Carol Channing
sang about her best friend:
(a) diamonds (bl New York
City (cl her dream man.

7. You could ride from
New York to Chicago in 18
hours on the ia) Superchief
(bi 20th Century Limited (c)
ElCapitan
8. Edward G Robinson
was Rico Bandelli in WB's
first gangster film la) "Kid
Gallahed" (bl "Public
Enemy" (cl"LittleCaesar"
9. A scarf was identified as
belonging to this missing
person i a > Judge Crater (b I
Amelia Earhart (cl John
Dillinger.
10. Parker Fennellys
classic radio character was
ia) Senator Claghorn (bl
The Answer Man (c) Titus

Moody
ANSWERS
'Mra-«'M'a
•i'vi'M'a-i'v-ta-s'v-i
This week's "Great
Atwater-Kent Revival"
(Sunday 9-11 p.m., WFAL
680) will feature the feature
the comedies of "Ozzie and
Harriet" and "The Aldrich
Family," and the clastic
"Dragnet" Christmas
episode.

destruction and with a final
groaning "omega."
Celeste
Beer man.
sophomore
(Ed),
demonstrated in a brilliant
improvisation of motions
how humanity, under these
circumstances, is gradually
reduced to a helpless, wormlike creature that exhales its
last breath with quivering

convulsions
BOTH FULL ensembles
joined in "Graphic Mobile
for Three or More
Instruments with Dancers"
by William Karlin. a work in
which the dancers react to
the musical impulses and
interact
with
instrumentalists, conductor
and audience.

The skillful direction qf
Ms Heskett and Wilson
brought about an occasional
feeling among the audience
of actually participating |n
an artistic happening. Y*t.
more could be still achieved,
if some of the dancers h»d
overcome their last
inhibitions when trying to
interact with the audience..

THE BROTHERS OF

IT ENDS IN a terrifying
cacophony of sounds of our
modern technology of total

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

Temptations

INVITE ALL INTERESTED MEN TO THE
ATO HOUSE TONITE FOR A RUSH PARTY.

Tickets will go on sale
Jan. 31 for the
Temptations concert
scheduled for Feb. 10 in
Memorial Hall Tickets
are $3 The concert is
sponsored by Union
Activities Organization

7:30
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED!

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION

105 S MAIN ST.

DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN

as laughi by
Maharishi
Mahesh
Yogi

Before my time
By Jonny Kali

i Mus Ed ). pursued similar
theme to its utmost
consequences
Although the music has
some length because some of
the stereophonic effects
seem to be introduced
merely for their own sake, it
is still a most impressive
interpretation of a foreboded
inferno

Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous technique which allows each individual to expand his mind and
improve his life.

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE
JAN. 26—8 P.M. ■ 112 Life Science

FOR INFORMATION CALL 352-0075

MESSAGE WANT TO GET INVOLVED IN
THE HOUSING SITUATION IN B.G.?
THE STUDENT HOUSING ASSOCIATION IS LOOKING FOR NEW
MEMBERS

SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW IN
405 S.S. BLP6. TODAY!

t

SPORTSWEAR

DRESSES

ACCESSORIES

COATS

"LIMITED SELECTION"
— HURRY IN —
FIRST COME - FIRST SERVE

I

Pat* */n» ■*» M»wt, W»dn«d«nr, Jesrwevy 26, 197 2

DAILY CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
Cop. '71 Otii'l ftmm Corp.

Review

low spark of High-Heeled Boys'
The band has had its
problems, of course After
the "John Barleycorn Must
Die"
album,
there
have been three attempts
to
produce albums
of
various types All have had
one problem or another
which caused difficulties
The albums were all

By Larry Epke
Traffic is a band with one
of the strangest histories of
breakups, dropouts, and
reformation. Despite all.
it is still in existence But.
since the failure of Blind
Faith
they
have not
produced prolifically.

TURN ON TO DELTA
8:00 P.M.
WED
JAN. 26

AT THE
'DELTA
HOUSE"

Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority Rush Party
ALL INTERESTED WOMEN ARE INVITED

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE
•ALL AREA STUDENTS
I.D.'s REQUIRED

NOW - iv«.-7:J0, 9:30 - Sol-Sun. - 220, 450, 7:20,
9:30 to those who mined and to thoto who would like
to too it again. By demand it is moving to tho Cinemas
(or 2nd GREAT WEEK!
Him CM IAHAN « COP PI AT INC III" I» ON I HI
mil Of < SNIPIR WHO Kills BY 1HI STARS1
»N0V[lBlPHIIIIP«0CK
BAStOONASCWINPlAYBY
HARRY JULIANFINK&R M I INK
ANODEANRIlSmR

.

Cl 1)1 IASIW000 IS DIRTY HARRY A MAIPASO COMPANY PRODUCTION.
DIRKHOBYOONSIICIIIORWARNIRBROS RlltASI

attempts to
fulfil! thr
United
Artists conlrari
which was keepinK them
from joining the American
arm of Island records
The
(iist
was
the
"Traffic Live" album with
a four-man lineup Slavic
Winwood refused to allow
American release "I this
record

THIS WAS FOLLOWED
by
the
"Winwood"
greatest-hits type album,
which UA put oiii witboul
the consent of the nominal

person.
stopped

This album was
by legal action

taken by Winwood.
Finally
was
the
"Welcome
to Canteen"
album, done live by the
seven-man group.
This
album did not contain the
Traffic name because of
Winwood's refusal
Many persons, critics
and normals, liked this
album, but apparently the
band leader didn't, and I'll
take his opinion over others
any day.
This brings us to the

Congratulations to the
1972-73 officers of
Chi Omega
President - Lynda Thomas
Vice President Mem Welsh
Pledge Ttainet Leslie Rctbson
Treasurer Candy Fendel
Recording SIM: Claudia Leschiutta
Corresponding Sec Linda Cooper
Rush Charlotte Rush
House Oenise Davis
Social Chris Mohler
Bookkeeper Sue Rim
Assl Rush Sandie fox
Susie Sheet:
Kitchen Steward Diane Glariieux
Panhel Delegate Lori Teutch
Scholarship Cathy Wheeler
Alumni Doris Osterlok
Social & Civic Service Gail Theus
Vocations Kathy Kelly
Historian Gerry Novolny

In Order To Expand Its
Educational and Production
Programs

THE PHILIP MORTON
SHOP
Has
MOVED
To
Alt 8 G IS TALKING ABOUT IT ■■

HELD OVER 2nd SMASH WEEK!
New En

7 30. 9 30

Sat So

1 3 45. S 30. 7 30. 9 30

IS THIS WHAT YOU SAID?

THE WORKING
HAND CRAFT
CENTER
515 Conneaut

It. Chris Wood produces
sounds from his horn that
most rock sax men don't
even realize exist.
Winwood sings with his
usual unique style, and
plays more piano than
usual, to good advantage.
Jim Capaldi's drumming is
missed, but Tom Gordon

record before us. which is
the first official" Traffic
album
since
"John
Barleycorn."

THEREFORE,

I

AM

happy to state that this is
an excellent album in
every way
The present
six-man band (sans Dave
Mason)
hits on
all
cylinders,
each
person
adding
bis
unique
contribution to the effort
They fit like a jigsaw
puzzle into a unified whole.
The songs themselves
bear witness to this fact.
Four members wrote on
one or more of them And
the band does a competent
to excellent job on each of
them
Each

member

of

does will as replacement.

band plays at top form, and
the completed effort shows

Anna
Moffo
Anna
Moffo
has
cancelled her scheduled
performance
for
Sunday Ms. Moffo will
be replaced by Phyllis
Curlin. soprano with the
Metropolitan
Opera.
Tickets for Ms. Moffo's
concert will be honored
and tickets are still
available
for
Ms
Curtin

41 Edna Ferber
navel: 2 worda.
SI UnappreclatWe
person.

17 Capital of
Alabama.

15 -Street car*
here.
19 Singleton.
20
aeaman.
21 Nameaakea of a
llililiral kin,.
22 Abataln (from).

53 Writer Oecar.

12
IS Medieval merchant gelid.
15 Sail upward.
21 Schubert's song:

54 Turkish pound.
55 Short for
Marguerite.

23 Land bordering
a street.

58 El

25 Rodent.

59 Man from
Springfield.
61 Faating time.
62 City in SE
Washington:
2 worda.

26 "Golden Treasury" items.
28 Kind of record
player, for anon.
31 Letters.
33 "Twaa
el
Capri...":

63 Swirl.

24 Strains op»: Fr.
25 4-baae kit.
27 Rape.
29
Annie, in
-Oklahoma I"

CAP ALDI HAS turned to
singing, and. even if he is
not stellar, he nevertheless
is enjoyable where he does
attempt the vocals. Rick
Grech
and
"Reebop"
Kwaki Baah do well in
their backup roles, though
Grech still insists upon
playing violin in his "armin-a-cast" style.
Thus, each track utilizes
the group in its fullest
extent, and the result may
just be the most enjoyable
Traffic album to
date.
Throughout the album, the
listener hears a unified,
diverse band playing at its
peak
Though Traffic may be
the "supergroup" of the
seventies, they are doing
something
the
other
supergroups never
did:
producing And even if this
record doesn't have classic
songs like
"Dear
Mr.
Fantasy," it certainly has
some of the most fun music
I've heard in a long time.
This album is available
at
the
University
Bookstore.

the

ACROSS
Foreigner.
Cloak: Span.
State.
Man from
St. Pad.
16 Short for
Eleanor.
1
6
10
14

30 Done with.
32 Cnatomi daly.
36 Residence: Abbr.

37 Eddie's rouiin.
38 Fine Art degree.

39 Conjunction.
40 Country place.
42 Squirrel far of
medieval daya.

43 However:
Colloq.
44 One of the Magi.
46 ""
an arrow
.,, I 2 words.

64 Verbal eiam.
65 Onion's relations.
DOWN

2 worda.

3 worda.

34 Sqaare in
London.

35 Harry.

1 Bullets, shot and
shell.
2 England's
symbol.

3 Closest to the
renter.
Item a la carte.
Negative: Abbr.
Opposed by
force.
Artist's studio.
Most recent ancestor.
9 At all.
10 Not honed.

11 Complete.

38 Two worda in
neon lighta.
41 Tartness.
42 Popular flavorlng.

45 Arch support.
47 Narrow grooves.

48 Marshy hollow.
49 Supplied with
lubricant.

50 Venetian
S2 Genus of froga.

56 Rumor.
57 Duck genus.
59
Jima.
60 Night bird.

1970 graduate seeks
workers for McGovern
Ms Valerie Mershimer, a
1970
graduate
of
the
University, is in charge of
Senator
George
S.
McGovern s campaign for
the Illinois primary March
21
Through Greg Jackson,
director of the Office of
Voter Facilitation, she has

petitioned
for
student
workers for the campaign
ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZU
Jackson said the workers
would live in Chicago and be
paid J50 a week plus
expenses
They would be
expected to help with the
campaign from now until
March 21

THE WIZARD OF ID

I parkar and Johnny hart

~°mo~ CL3SSIFIED mw

"ITS ABOl'T TIME SOME THING
MM THIS WAS SHOWN!"

"ITS A BIO COME ON! NOT
WHAT II PRETENDS TO BE."

"SHOWS THAT MAKING LOVE IS
NOT LIKE SHAKING HANDS."

t^^rP

"ITS TERRIBLE THAT THEY
SHOW MOVIES LIKE nils I CAN'T III IIIU IT!"
"I THOUCHT IT WAS TERRIFIC
-HAO A REAL MEANING!"

LOT OF FANCV WORDS
SHOW WHAT IS
HI M u AN EROTIC MOVIE!"

JUDGE FOR YOURSELF
WHY EVERYONE'S
TALKING ABOUT -

From West Wcostei turn right on Meeker Avenue
Then right on Morton Avenue to Parking behind

THE WORKING HAND
CRAFTCENTER

PERSONALS

Women's Intercollegiate Basketball vs Toledo at Toledo.
7pm

Interested in Science Fiction
and Comics' Call Jack 2 1009
& Terry 352-7260

TKE s thanks lor a greal
parly
Your two new
cardinals

Neat, clean STADU "M
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT
wilh allendenl on duly at all
limes Open till 10 30pm 2
drsfrom Lums

T Ward ■ glad 10 see vou
joined the group, you got a
greal girl Congrats lo you
and Barb' Marv and Bill

Wednesday Jan 24. 1972

Women s Basketball Intramural. North Gym. Women's
Bldg 6 30pm 10 30pm
Kappa Mu Epsilon 459 Math Science Bldg. 7pm
Opportunities tor Mathematicians in Government &
Industry Key pictures will be taken
Student Body Organization 305 Moseley I'all. 7pm. Any
students interested in an Ad I'oc Comm to investigate
the language requirements, welcome Dr Flys will speak
and answer questions
Accounting t'lub. 1st lloor. i'ayes I'all. 9anvSpm Sign up
for field inpioStroes on Feb U

SkllTub IISEd Bldg 6 30pm
Sociology Undergraduate Interest Group. Tail Room.
I'nion. 8pm Dr t'eenan will speak on occult religion All
sociology majors and minors invited to attend
University Karate flub. IMstorieal Suite. Union. 7-9pm.
Jan 27
LOST
—
Notebook and teat IE
parking lot URGENT 352
5328 John

NO ONI UNDER IB ADMITTED

SPECIAL MIDNITE SHOW
SATURDAY, JAN. 2w ■ at Midr.it.
BO open ■ 10:45 P.M. - Ail soot. $1.00
MAKE YOUR HANS NOW - ENJOY THE IATE SHOW
in living Room Rocking Chair Comfort!
YOU WILL SEE

"NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD"
muufriNG THAN MTCHCOCK S fSTCMO ■

|MOM

Beginning Witti Color

leathei Work and Bistding

Beginning Sculpture

Contemporary Jewelry

Maciame

Enameling

Other

THESE COURSES Wilt MEE1 ONCE A WEEK FOR TEN WEEKS
TUITION Will Bl APPROXIMATELY $40 00 PIUS MATERIALS
NAME

LOST Gold cross pen 308
UH Valuable Luc 372-4779

PHONE

PART TIME
NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY Call Bob

HELP

at 352-7689

RIDES
SERVICES OFFERED
Ride needed to Pills Thurs
or Fn I 28 or I 29 Mary 24803 will pay

Ex
T W ■ dissertations.
Uiesea M8-488I

Commuter needs ride from
Blutfton every day • call SM-

Jg *> tyP*M Call Diana
872-5510

"""I"?"'..
Need ride to Roch N Y Jan
28 Please kelp'2-1118

EXI-E^NCED TYPIST
dissertations, theses, term
W*™ Do minor editing
accurate, excellent copy.
low rates. Call 244-7571

Rlcte needed to OU Frl 28
C

ADORtSS-

18 Call Linda 352-5453
-r~T
HELP WANTED
FULL and

I AM INTERESTED IN TAKING

Oil loom Weaving

1 2 bdrm Call Sieve Messina
352 5334 aller 5

Women's Recreation Assoc Bowling Club, bowling alley.
InuHi \ :'. 30pm There must be 4 on a team

If you are interested in any of these
courses, please indicate your interest
and mail in the coupon:
THE WORKING HAND
CRAFT CENTER

lime the KD'I
Pally Beckslead • aasgratl
on being elected Pres ol Phi
Psi l.il Sis's - your sisters in
Kappa Delta

THE WORKING HAND CRAFT CENTER
WILL SOON OPEN EVENING COURSES
FOR THE COMMUNITY AND FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS.

51S CONNEAUT AVE.
BOWLING GREEN, OH. 43402

Q

W anted lo buy desperately.
old-lashioned coal stand
Luce 372-4779

CAMPUSCALENDAR

PLENTY OF PARKING SPACE
NO METERS

-,J0"L*^^W

WANTED

,oCWCMO
M..S.
***£"*»*
*^
alteraaoa a weak l-4em
Hsder. needed t. Aan Arbor
or Lantlng area rrteay Jen

«" traeaportaUo. Call 888"81

FOR SALE OR RENT
J Geils Band - Sunday Jan
30. 8pm II ol Toledo Field
House Tickets 82 50 al the
door
BEYOND THE ORDINARY
CUSTOM
WEDDING
RINGS
by
PHILIP
MORTON
al
THE
WORKING HAND CRAFT
CENTER 515 Conneaul
Parking in back
Look ' special Slbs dry
cleaning onlv 82 50
STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT I drs from
Lums
Transcedenlal
Meditation
Introductory Lecture
Wednesday. January 26.
8pm. Rm 112 Life Science
Bldg
Than* to all my friends, my
roommate and Jimmy who
made my 21st B-day
something special - Debbi
DZ actives live in a pig pen1
Alpha Phi Pledges - you re
lookm good" The Phantom
Pal
Jim
aad
Myrna
congratulations on your
engagement'
"J T'
and
Butch
Pal Pel i • we really pool
ad" our talents Friday
Thanks lor the tea-rrlfk-

1 fern to share house with 5
others, near campus 835
mo ph 353 8085
Male roommate needed 870 a
month Thurslin Manor 3527358 or contact manager
F roommate needed Spring
call 352-0598

Used washer & drver. refrig
lhideabedsola Ph 352-5070
Goya 12-slnng. mellow. 219IOor 1-2484762 collect
Braided rug. excellent
rondilion Call 352-7752
8119
Panasonic Snack
stereo tape player lor sale
880 Call 352-7387
AM KM alarm radio and
guitar for sale call Pal 3723744
8-lrack tape plaver four
amp 840 Tapes 82 25 352
7791
Want a good buy on '71
Pinto"' Automatic radio,
mowtires.etc Call 352-4183
1948 Pont Lemans e>c
cond fully equip Tom 3529144
NEEDED
one male
roommate Spring 4 Summer
or March first 881 mo 3525879
M r mate 5 room
875 mo 354-3302

2 girls lo share apanmenl
Spring and or Summer
Reasonable rates Contact
M J -352-9372

apt

Studeni A Faculty 3 or- I
bath. 2 br-l'i bath 2 or
ab.Ui 8180 4 up Pendletoo
Realty 853-3441

Free real • Falcon Se Aptt

I - male needed to share
house 855 a utilities 258 S
Summit 354-2823 For spr
qlr Call between 6 * 7pm
Apart sublease, reduced
rate and 1 month free Avail
March ph 352-7375
2 men needed lo share apl
for 3rd qtr Wes or Bob 3520753
Need 2 M sludenis lor new
apl Indoor pool. Feb rent
tree call Bill or Tom 852-5708

Female roommate needed
858 a month, your ownToom
352-5851
Female' needed to sublease
apt Spr RENT DISCOUNT
call Nile 352-5729
Sublease 1 bedroom oil
campus apt. 9 Feb - 9 Aug.
We pay 8140 very willing to
negotiate 352-5039
3 brm. country house
8130 mo. Exc cond. Family
only 2 car garage 885-3410
Needed I F Roommate Spr
and or turn qtr Call Debt
3534201 after 7pm

Warned 2 m roommates 1
block from campus hall
cooking call Boh 372-2424

WW10 ttimi, Weoiiiooy. |—> It, UTi/V 7

China panel set

Kurfess, Saxbe chosen

GOP delegates selected

for Hayes Hall
A panel discussion entitled
China Today" will be held
tonight
at 7 30
in 201
Hayes.
Topics under discussion
will include China and her
newly emergent role in
world
politics
and
economics. Five University
faculty members will give
15 minute addresses on their
particular topics and will
then answer any question^
from the audience.
The format will include
-Dr Fujiya Kawashima.
instructor in history:
A
Problem of
Historical
Change and Continuity in
Modern China;

Language
An ad hoc committee
to investigate the
language requirement
in the college of Arts
and Sciences will be
held
at
7
p.m
Wednesday in Room
305. Moseley
Dr.
Michael Flys. professor
of romance languages,
will speak and answer'
questions

-Dr
Edward Chen,
assistant
professor of
history: 1971—A Victorious
Year for China;
-Dr. L Edward Shuck,
director of international
programs
The Nature of
Southeast
Asian-Chinese
Relations;
-Dr. Gary Hess, associate
professor
of
history j:
America's China Policy in
Transition;
--Dr. Joseph Buford.
geography
department
chairman:
The Power
Potential of China
The
discussion
is
sponsored by Phi Alpha
Theta. history honorary.
"China
What Kind of
Dragon'1" is the topic under
discussion at a Chinese
conference to he held in
Cleveland on
Friday.
January 28. at the SheratonCleveland Hotel.
Stan Karnow. of the
Washington
Post-Los
Angeles
News Service;
Mark (iayn. Asian Bureau
Chief for the Toronto Star:
and John K Fitzpatrick.
director of the East Asian
Research Center al Harvard,
will speak at individual
discussions

Kiddle
pastime

•orb Harold, wptwiw (Id.), »Kow» ih.,. i, „ liliU bit of

*•**» •••*■»

WFAL manager named
A 24-year-old Vietnam
veteran has been named the
new general manager of
WFAL. the campus AM
radio station
David J. Gaede Jr.,
sophomore (B.A.l. was
appointed by the station's
program advisory board on
Jan 21 He has been news

Karateka win tourney honors
Soo-Do
Open
Karate
Tournamenl held at Maumee
High School
Larry Miller, freshman
I Ed i. placed first and Bill
Weber, freshman i B.A.I,
placed third in the white belt
division
Elaine Protzman. junior

Members of (he University
Karate Club participated in
a tournament in Toledo lasl
Sunday and came away with
four of sfx trophies
Six Karateka from the
BGSU clubtentered the kata
i form I competition in (he
first annual Midwest Tang-

Grant to help train
future IE teachers
A $34,000 grant awarded to
t|ie University through the
state
Department
of
Education is enabling ten
certified teachers to begin
training
for
teaching
positions
in
industrial
education
Under the grant, which is
designed to help the teacher
who can't find a job.
students are provided with
tuition and a weekly
allowance lor three
academic quarters
The project is an effort to
take an over-supply of

aauHoa

According to Dr. Swanson.
the ten students involved
hold B.A
degrees in
education
He said the
students will qualify for
teaching certification
in
industrial
education bySeptember

COMING
FEBRUARY 16

irsmHiwnsiHom.ui i
DOTS ICC

WALT DISNEY $£

McCarthy committee to;
hold open meeting
The Ohio McCarthy for President Committee will sponsor
an open meeting tonight in Columbus
The purpose of the meeting is to select state candidates for
delegate and alternate to the Democratic National
Convention from the fifth congressional district (and at-,
large i who are pledged to Eugene McCarthy.
The meeting will be held at the Wesley Foundation. 84 E.
16th St Columbus at 7 p.m.

HERE WE GO AGAIN1

$

5 PANTS SALE!

The Original
En. at 7 30.130
Sil .12 30.5 30 7:30. 1:30
SKI II ?«. S 00. 7 30.130

the May primary election
and become* a delegate
when he receives a plurality
of votes in the primary and
certification from the Ohio
Secretary of State.
Designated delegates
must file their petitions of
candidacy by Feb. 2,1971.

IHOt WOTS SALE

The one you've b—n waiting for!
Thursday Friday Saturday
29
27
28
Every pair of pants in every store — on sale for *5I

THREE DAYS ONLY!

$5—all styles all fabrics—cords, dress pants and knits—regardless ol
original price. Over 2.500 pairs of pants to choose from! Values up to
eighteen dollars! First come first served!

Also every bolt in the storo $5 — values to $101

Also: Walt Disney's
Switzerland

Open
Mouse

ATTENTION
STUDENTS

Tonight from
7:30 - 9 P.M.
Interested gentlemen
Welcome
FREE
EARRINGS

STADIUM PLAZA OPEN 11.00 A.M. TO 9.00 P.M.

FREE
EARRINGS

A FREE PAIR OF
g^ INITIAL EARRINGS

DINE IN ELEGANCE.
...atprices everyone
can afford!

«

• delicious sandwiches,
for quick lunches.

•cocktails— weekdays.
til 1:00 A.M.;
weekend, lil 2:30 A.M.

904 E. WOOSTER

something different

945 S. MAIN

WITH A PURCHASE
OF $2.00 OR MORE

• complete dinners,
for that special evening.

w

"I view this job as an
opportunity to move forward
in relations with the campus
community for both the
station and myself. My goal
is for the station to become a
more active participant in
campus life." Gaede said
Gaede succeeds Frank J.
Mramor. junior iB.A.I. in
the position

Republican State Central
and Executive Committee,
each delegate, who will be
pledged to President Nixon.
must receive the consent of
the President to use his
name as a candidate for first
choice for President.
The delegate then files for

Phi Kappa Psi

teachers from areas such as
English
and the social
sciences and Irain them to
be industrial education
teachers." said Dr Richard
S w a n s o n,
associate
professor of industrial
education and technology

« Sean Connery
'James Bond 007
'

w

i A&S i. took .i third in the
Women's Open
division.
Doug Johnson, senior i A&S 1.
ranked fourth in the brown
bell division
The BGSU Karate Club
will host the Toledo
University club in the fourth
annual
Hi; 'IT
Karate
Tournament Sundav, Feb.
27

director at the station since
September
oaede enlisted in the
Army after graduation from
North Ridgeville
(Ohio I
High School in 1965 He was
a member of the Broadcast
Information Service while
stationed at Nha Trang. 300
miles north of Saigon on the
coast of the South China Sea.
His duties there ranged
from newsdirector from an
armed forces radio station
to combat photographer and
newspaper editor.
After discharge Gaede
became
an
account
executive for radio station
WLRO in
Lorain
He
attended Lorain County
Community College before
coming to Bowling Green.
The new general manager
says he sees the job as both a
challenge
and
an
opportunity.

House Speaker Charles F
Kurfess was among the 10
at-large delegates to the 1972
Republican
National
Convention chosen by the
Republican State Central
and Executive Committee
on Thursday. Jan. 13.
Also selected were
Senators William B Saxbe
and Robert Taft. Jr.; Ray
Bliss, Republican National
Committeeman; GOP State
Chairman. John S. Andrews,
Spencer Shore, state partyfinance chairman; former
Governor James A. Rhodes,
Lt. Gov John W Brown;
Secretary of Slate Ted W
Brown and Senate President
Pro Tern Theodore M Gray
In addition, 46 district
delegates are in the process
of being selected
According to James A.
Duerk, spokesman for the

FREE
EARRINGS

FREE
EARRINGS

353-767*

£
Leitman's

CLEARANCE

30-50% OFF

Alpenhorn Room
Specials
• Vz Spaghetti - Vz Lasagna
w meat sauce, Italian Salad,
Bread & Butler
A<

cn

only 91.50

* Sandwiches
• Meatball

• Stacked Ham

STADIUM VIEW across from Bowling
Green Stadium is now taking applications
from mature students for winter quarter.
You and two or three of your friends can
live in a beautifully furnished 2 or 3 bedroom suite for as little as $85.00 per person.
See this great value today!

• Stocked Corned Beef

Shirts

• Sports Coats

Sweaters

•Winter Auto Wear

• Italian Salami
e Stacked Roast Beef
on a bun or Italian bread

A« fin

•Your favorite cocktais

LEHMAN'S
MEN'S WEAR
N. Main St., B.G.

Ph. 354-7511

Prfifa

downtown
BG

QirtiiiH—ltmiUm-S*
D—,IU—nieum-s*
tltltlH.
St Jl M| UJMftSM ISMW II M 3

Stadium
VI@W apartments
Campbell Hill Road and Route 6, Bowling Green

BATES & SPRINGER, Inc.
MANAGERS:

352-5088

1

■ago •/The M N.«, WoaWeVy. Jonuory »•• ' W»

'A/so rans' collide tonight

2-11 Kent vs. 2-10 BG at Anderson
By JACK CARLE
Spom Editor
What to do. what to do?
That's the question coach
Pat Haley must be asking
himself as he prepares his
team 12-10 and seven defeats
in a row) to meet the Kent
State Golden Flashes 12-111
tonight.
One of the answers l.'aley
has come up with is to install
a new offense for the
Falcons. It will be of the
double stack variety with Al
Russ directing things on the
point
RUSS WILL have
forwards Tom Scott and Le
I'enson on the left side of the
lane, and guard Jeff Lessig

and center Brian Scanlan
will be on the right side
"We're putting in some
new ideas to get the kids
moving," said Haley. "We
will try to get more
movement and shake our
kids up "
Russ will move back into
the starting line-up in place
of co-captain Tom Babik
who has been having knee
problems all season Babik
started against Marshall and
was the second highest
scorer for the Falcons with
12 points.
HOWEVER, HE hurt his
knee and it cut down on his
effectiveness
Also out with knee
problems is forward Tim
IIIIIMIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIINHIIIIIIJ:

Fred R.
Ortlip
Assistant Sports Editor i
Falcon hockey faithfuls shouldn't be too up in arms about
their teams unillustrious. if shocking. 11-6 setback at St.
Louis last Friday
If anything. Bowling Green proved all systems weren't
that loused up Sunday by coming from behind to slap the
league-rival Billikens. 5-4 Chalk up Friday's out-ofproportion loss to "one of those games."
"We just loosened up too much on defense." said Bobby
Watson who scored (wo goals Sunday, including the clincher
in the third period. "We let 'em stand around in front of our
net and get too many good shots You can't blame the
goaltendeo. It was hard to explain We were ahead. 4-2. and
they scored nine straight goals. Maybe a hex •.truck us or
something."
SURPRISINGLY, perhaps, the 11-6 score against a league
opponent on the road didn't shake BG's confidence as much
as a one-goal defeat would have, according to Watson
"What's the difference if you lose by five or by one-you
still lose." he pointed out But in the first period Sunday the
vengeful Falcons found themselves fluttering with a 0-3
deficit.
"Yeah, 1 was scared," said Watson, who finally got the
Falcons on the board with his first goal late in the first
stanza "I thought il.was going to be another Friday night all
over. But we somehow pulled together and plugged away
It's hard to explain how we did it."
IN PAST SEASONS Bowling Green hockey teams would've
written their own obituary right before their opponent's
eyes. But it's been different this season-one reason Jack
Vivian's skaters own a 13-7 record
"We've been coming from behind a lot this season, and it's
especially good that we've come back on the road." said
Watson.
"Coming back against St lx>uis will mean a lot for our
home series against them (Feb. 25-261," he went on.
"They've got to respect us for that After they beat us Friday
they were writing in the St Louis papers that the subs might
play against us Sunday'
WATSON, WHO TEAMS with Mike Barlley and Ron Wise
to give BG its quickest line, already this season has scored
nine goals. 21 points compared to his rookie year's output of 6
goals.17 points.
"My linemates have taught me a lot." explained Bob.
"This is the second year I've been with Mike iBartleyi and
I've gotten to know him and his moves I'm more able to put
myself in scoring position."
The Bartley-Watson-Wise combo accounted for six goals.
II points last weekend against St Louis which had Coach
Vivian beaming "And they drew their top line iNesticCoughlan-Sykesi several times and did a great job." he said.
THIS WEEKEND the Falcons will probably see the
easiest competition since their club days some three seasons
ago Lake Forest College in Illinois (not to be confused with
Wake Forest, mind you I is the team which let in 12 goals last
weekend on their home ice against Ohio University.
BG marked 15 times in two games against OH and if that
comparison is any indication, the Falcons skaters should
have ample opportunity to pad their averages
"We've got some guys who need a couple of good games to
get their confidence back," said Vivian "(Gerry l Bradbury.
i Ted l Sator and (Steve I Ball have had numerous
opportunities to score lately and haven't It would do them
good to score a few "
VIVIAN IS ALSO still not totally happy with Gord
McCosh's line Last weekend he substituted Marc Craig for
Steve Sertich on the left wing. Craig showed "spots of
potential." according to Vivian.
"We've got several things to get settled the next two weeks
before our league schedule resumes." said Vivian After the
Lake Forest series, the Falcons bus to St. Clair Feb 1. then
host Guelph Feb. 4-5 before cranking up for league action
again Feb 11-12 with Ohio U.
You can just about count on seeing the forgotten man on
the club, goaltender Paul Galaski. in at least one game this
weekend. It's been so long since Paul has played, I almost
forgot how to spell his name To be exact, it's been Nov 27
since he's done any net work for BG.
QUOTE OF THE WEEK DEPT.-From Bill Rohr, Ohio U.
athletic director in a letter to Dick Young. BG athletic head..
after a preview story I wrote Jan. 7:
"Fred Ortlip it exactly correct when he says we once beat
everybody, and that was when all things were even In regard
to grants Ke is also correct when he says we can't beat your
good hockey team today, but you and I know why and Ortlip
evidently does not.
"I can assure you, if hockey ever becomes Mid-American
the Bobcats will get competitive In a hurry, and I think our
past record would attest to that statement."

Perrine. for an indefinite
period of time. He was
trying to come back this
quarter after knee surgery.
In the last four games,
Brian Scanlan has been the
main offensive weapon of
the Falcons. He is averaging
17 points in three games
since the Mid-American
Conference season opened.
"I'm really pleased with
Scanlan. Every game he's in
there scoring." commented
Haley.
Scanlan is also the second
leading rebounder for BG.
Haley has also been
pleased with the play of
Tony Bell at guard. Bell in
only his fourth week of
basketball practice has been
making progress and Haley
indicated that he will be
seeing a lot of playing time
tonight.

who scouted Kent in their
latest loss 158-561 to Dayton
last weekend.
"They have a very
deliberate offense and they
'very seldom fast break,"
Heft commented. "They
play a basic man to man
defense, and run a pretty
good patterned offense."

"THEIR MAIN strength is
rebounding but they haven't
been able to put the ball in
the basket." Heft continued.
Heft indicated that the
whole Golden Flash offense
evolves around Vance and
that he takes the majority of
the shots but he has been
hitting only 40 per cent.

THE OTHER KSU
starters are a pair of 6'3"
performers. Bob McEvoy
and Floyd Jefferson
complete the starting lineup. Heft indicated that

By KENNY WHITE
Sports Writer
Being a substitute on one
of the most talented
freshman teams in the
country is not an easy task
These men have the task of
keeping in the best of
condition if a crisis arises in
the starting line-up.
But for Dave Turner,
being a sub has not been the
most rotten job in the world
Turner has been like a hot
sparkplug for Coach Ivory
Suesberry. while helping his
teammates in different
situations.
"He's the quickest big
man that we have." said
Suesberry while sending his
team through practice. Dave
has cat-like reflexes and can
jump like a kangaroo. This
ability helps a great deal
when he is guarding some of
the smaller forwards around
the league.
MUCH OF his mobility
comes from being a football
standout. The "Canton
Killer" played defensive end
on the freshman football
team and is one of the top
prospects to do battle on this
year's varsity squad.
. Turner, who stands 6'3"
and hits the scale at 198

Clubbers
notch no. 9
Coach Ray Korkiala's
hockey club picked up its
ninth win of the season
against three defeats last
weekend by whipping Ohio
University 4-1.
Goalie Karl Link had the
Bobcats shut out through
two periods until he allowed
a tainted mark in the third
frame Bob Schmidt. Bob
Allen, Tom Snyder and Steve
Welliver had solo goals for
BG
Link, who was praised by
Korkiala for his play, had to
be removed from the game
after catching a puck in the
throat. He was treated and
released al a local hospital.

IAA notes
Entries for table tennis,
squash and coed bowling are
now available from
fraternity and residence hall
athletic chairmen
Students living off campus
may pick up entries at the
IM office. 201 Memorial
Hall. Entries are due Feb. 1
and play will begin Feb. 7.

Ohio State
trips ladies
Ohio State University
swept a pair of games from
the Bowling Green women's
intercollegiate
basketball
team last Saturday in
Columbus
In the A' contest, the
Buckeyes posted a 68-53
triumph Janell Wolfe and
Pam Weltig were the
Falcons' leading scorers
with 15 and 12 points,
respectively.
The B' game score was
49-20. OSU
Both teams face Kent
State Saturday at 1: SO p.m.
in the north gym of the
Women's Bldg

Golf offered
An advanced golfing
course for women will meet
next quarter on Thursday
from 3-5 p.m.
K you are a full timestudent with a nine-hole
score of 65 or below and can
provide your own clubs,
contact Carol Durentini at
201-C Men's Gym or call 3721771 prior to the beginning of
spring quarter registration.

McEvoy and Jefferson are
hitting only about 33 per cent
of their shots and that this is
part of the reason for Kent's
misfortunes.
The Golden Flashes were
picked as a contender this
season but have not been
able to get things together
offensively.
"They haven't been beaten
too badly, this season. Their
rebounding has kept them in
the
game."
Heft
commented.
Heft feels that to beat
Kent State BG has to control
the rebounding game. It'll
also depend how well Evans
plays.
"When Evans scores, they

win. He gets a lot of points
off the boards. That's the
secret to their winning,"
Heft continued.
HALEY, ON the other
hand, is worried about how
Vance will hurt the Falcons
on offense.
"(Tom) Kozelko of Toledo
and Vance are the real pros
in our league," Haley said.
The task of guarding
Vance will fall to Lessig
although the Falcons have
been working on a zone
defense in practice this
week.
Haley, will find out how
the new offense works
tonight beginning at 7:30.

Turner frosh sparkplug

THE KEY to the Kent
State offense is guard Ruben
Vance. Vance, a juniorcollege transfer last season,
shattered the Kent oneseason scoring record last
year
"Their whole offense
evolves around Vance," said
assistant coach John Heft

"After we beat them 4-2
last week in BG. I think they
were looking for blood,"
Korkiala said "But we
came to win. not fight. I was
proud of the way the boys
behaved themselves on the
ice."
The clubbers face Kent
State Friday at Kent, and
return for a rematch with
the Flashes Saturday at the
Ice Arena

"Their most consistent
ballplayers are (Dwight)
Kenner and (Roger) Evans.
Both are hitting close to 50
per cent and both rebound
well and play good defense,"
Heft said.
Both Kenner and Evans
are 6'7". Evans has been a
standout for Kent the past
two seasons while Kenner is
a junior-college transfer who
averaged 16 points a game
over two seasons.

pounds, made the big
adjustment from football to
basketball in less than one
week "He's a very smooth
person and his great muscle
coordination helped in his
adjustment." Suesberry
emphasized.
DAVE
BACKS
up
Cornelius "The Magician"
Cash and Ron Weber. When
one of these big men gets
into trouble. Coach
Suesberry has no fear in
putting Turner into the line
of fire Dave is an excellent
defensive ballplayer and is
at his best when it comes to
keeping the ball from the
opposing player.
If he makes any mistakes
in his defensive game, he
then resorts to his quickness
in helping to redeem
himself. Another thing that
he contributes is the added
board strength.
"Dave is the fourth best
rebounder on the team,"
Suesberry said. The
muscular forward gets good
position under the boards
and pulls down a lot of
important rebounds for the
freshmen
TURNER IS very sneaky
in the frosh offense. Dave
moves constantly, working
his way open for shots on any

part of the floor. His best
shot is a long fade away
jumper.
In last week's victory over
Ohio State, Dave saw plenty
of action when Cash got into
foul trouble The dependable
sub gave an outstanding
performance and made his
presence felt in the talent
bound line-up.
Big Dave promptly
committed two daylight
robberies as his man stood
astonished.
Turner
proceeded to streak down
the court, made an eyepopping move on a defender
and scored a lay-up.
HE THEN went on and
played his best ball of the
season, ending with six
points, and got three
rebounds in the 37-point BG
victory.
"I did a decent job, but I
wanted to score more,"
Turner said in the locker
room afterwards. He was
three of five from the field.
"I was like a firecracker,"
quipped Dave, who received
a hand for a job well done
from the crowd.
Coach Suesberry has found
that pot of gold at the
rainbow's end. Dave Turner
is the sub who makes
coaching a whole lot easier.

Yearlings tackle Kent tonight
N.wtph.1. by Si... H*»m

"Super Sub" Dave Turner of the Bowling
Green freshmen, flies through the air to
deposit a two-pointer against Ohio State.

Good BG weekend
By JIM FERSTLE
"That 6 1 will bring a little
respect." said Bowling
Green's track captain Ed
Watkins of his semi-final 60
yard dash victory time,
qualifying him for the NCAA
meet in Detroit.
Unfortunately he was not
able to repeat that
performance in .he finals
and wound up fourth with a
time of 6 3
"When I was in the blocks
1 was thinking of too many
things." said Watkins. "I
was thinking of what to do 40
yards down the track instead
of concentrating on the
start "
THE REST of the Falcon
track team got off to a fast
start last weekend at the
USTFF
Midwest
Championships in Columbus.
Dave Wottle and the
distance medley team
(Steve Danforth. Sid Sink,
Wottle and Watkins) were
the only winners, but the
rest of the team responded
with second and fourth place
finishes.
"It's the best we've ever
done this early in the
season," said assistant track
coach Loyd Crable
"WE WANT to get as
many qualified for the
NCAA's as early as we can."
head coach Mel Brodt
commented. "So we are
working hard early in hopes
that many will qualify and
then we can slack off later in
the season."
Wot tie's mile (4:08.8) was
1.1 seconds from the
standard of 4:08 needed to
qualify for the NCAA, and
the third-place finisher

Danforth was 2 7 seconds off
with a time of 4:10.7.
"I thought after my 3:01
three-quarter mile in the
distance medley I could run
a 4:04." said Wottle "But
during the race I felt so bad I
could only manage 4:09.8."
HURDLER DAVE Fegley
was one-tenth of a second'
from qualifying with an 8.6
time for the 70-yard high
hurdles. I'll get it next
week." said Fegley.
Other placers included
fourth-place finishers: Rich
Breeze (1:57.7) in the 880yard run. Ted Farver (1.14)
in the 660-yard dash and Jon
Helder (213'J'I in the long
jump
The two-mile relay of Rich
Schnittker. Bob McOmber.
Bruce Vermilya and Breeze
took second place in 7:47.6.
Sink was second in the twomile in 8:594 and Craig
MacDonald was fifth in
9:04.8 The mile relay team
of Helder, Watkins. Farver
and Luke Fullenkamp
captured sixth place with a
Umeof3:25.1.

The freshmen will entertain the Kent
State yearlings at "Haley's Palace of
Excitement" in a 5:30 showdown tonight
The Flashes. 3-0 on the year, are coming
off an impressive 80-74 win over Case
University.
"They are an aggressive club which
comes right at you. and they execute their
offense well." Coach Suesberry said They
are a team of average height but they will
take you to the boards and can rebound
very well.
Mike Eifert, a 6'5" forward, is their
leading ball-hawk and is a tough man to
keep away from the fiberglass. "Our big
men will have to control the boards and we

must play good team defense." Suesberry
pointed out
THE FRESHMEN will have to run their
offense with perfection because Kent is a
very scrappy team. If the freshmen stand
around, the Flashes can put the ball down
their throats.
Kent's starting five consists of Rick
Gates (6 1") and Doug Shell (6) at the
guards Brad Stiner (6'7"l will be at
center, along with Jim Esteridge (6'6")
and Mike Eifert |6'5") holding down the
forward positions. Their top sub is Matt
Likens, a 6'4" forward who has an 11.0
average WHITE

ARE YOU

CHICKEN?
DON'T BE! COME ON
OUT AND TRY SOME FINE

CHICKEN!
HOME FRIED CHICKEN $1.95
CHICKEN & DUMPLINGS - $2.49

Fencers win
Bowling
Green's
intercollegiate women's
fencing team upped its
season record to 3-2 with a
pair of wins last Saturday in
Cleveland
The lady fencers defeated
Case Western Reserve
University. 5-3. Helen
Erossy was the Falcons' top
performer as she posted
three wins
BG's other victory was a
forfeit by Cuyahoga
Community College.
The fencers' next meet is
Feb. ( against Kent State
University at Kent.

WEDNESDAYS:

CHICKEN & DUMPLINGS - $2.50
MORE THAN YOU CAN EA T

